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Looking for 

the Finnic trace 

in the phonology 

of Latvian dialects
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phonological phenomena

common to Baltic and Finnic

• what is known about relationship between the 

Baltic and Finnic languages 

• how my contribution can add to that knowledge

(a belated introduction to the problems I have already 

discussed in one point or another )
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• Latvian is Lithuanian spoken with Estonian 

accent ☺ ☺ ☺

• find such phenomena in the Latvian 

phonology that could be identified as the 

product of the Finnic influence and traced 
back to their possible prototypes in the Finnic

languages
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Finnic (Fennic, Baltic-Finnic)

the family of languages 

• Finnish, 

• Estonian, 

• Livonian, 

• Votic

• Ingrian

• Karelian

• Veps
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Of course,

• not suggesting that influence went in one 

direction, from Finnic to Baltic, 

• deliberately ignoring contacts that may 

have taken place across the Baltic Sea, 
between Baltic and Scandinavian
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Object of research

• Standard Latvian that has its base in the 

Central Latvian dialect

• some of the other Latvian dialects
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Standard Latvian and the Central Latvian dialect
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‘Lībiskais dialekts’ = Tamian (‘tāmnieku’), 

Livonian, livonianized (Strelēvica-Ošiņa 2009)
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common practice to refer to dialects and 

subdialects according to their possible substrates

lībiskais dialekts < lībiešu valoda

Livonianized < Livonian

sēliskās izloksnes < sēļu valoda

*Selonianized < Selonian

kursiskās izloksnes < kuršu valoda

*Curonianized < Curonian

zemgaliskās izloksnes < zemgaļu valoda

*Semigalianized < Semigallian

latgaliskās izloksnes < latgaļu valoda

*Latgalianized < (old) Latgalian
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Livonian influence

I. Latvian as a whole during the Middle Ages 

and earlier (initial stress?)

II. the Tamian dialect of Latvian until the 

second half of the 19th century in Vidzeme

and during the first half of 20th century in 

Kurzeme
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Tamian dialect

• apocope: 

kaza > k�z ‘goat’ 

akka > ak� ‘water well’

• syncope: 

kabatai > k�btai ‘pocket, Dat.Sg.’ 

sitienam > siŇnam ‘blow, Dat.Sg.’
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Tamian dialect

• shortening of long syllables in endings and 
suffixes : 

kazai > kaz� ‘goat, Loc.Sg.’ 

meklēt > meklet ‘to look for’

• shortening of long syllables in prefixes: 

iegāja > egā� ‘went inside’ 
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The only part of the word that is not subject 

to reduction in Tamian is the root.

• some phonemes appear only in the root

• root syllables usually have a more complicated 

structure and they are also a domain of new 

suprasegmental oppositions. 

This contrast between syllables in the root and in 

the affixes is not characteristic for either standard 
Latvian or other Latvian dialects. 
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Similar reduction of affixes is found in both 

Livonian and Estonian although details differ. 

• Central Latvian gulta ‘bed’, dabūt ‘to get’

> Tamian gult, dabut ~ d�bt

• Finnish lintu ‘bird’, punainen ‘red’

> Estonian lind, punane

> Livonian lind, punni

Finnish and the rest of Latvian are more archaic.
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Reduction of affixes is 

found in both Livonian and 

Estonian; 

Finnish and the rest of 

Latvian are more archaic.
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Estonian overlength
and Tamian secondary tones

• Monophthongs

Estonian Gen.Sg. ´l[ō]ma – Prt.Sg. `l[ô]ma ‘animal’

Tamian Nom.Sg. k"c – Acc.Pl. k":ds ‘what kind of’

• Diphthongs

Estonian Gen.Sg. ´la[ŭ]lu – Prt.Sg. `la[ù]lu ‘song’

Tamian Nom.Sg. joûns – Acc.Pl. joû:ns ‘young, new’

• ‘Diphthongal sequences’

Estonian Gen.Sg. ´mu[(]ta – Prt.Sg. `mu[)]ta ‘black’

Tamian Nom.Sg. gaҶc – Acc.Pl. gaҶ:ds ‘table’
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Livonian differs from both Estonian 

and Tamian Latvian

• does not have overlength on monophthongs

• in diphthongs and diphthongal sequences
the first component is replaced with a long vowel

Nom.Sg. āita – Prt.Sg. aitõ ‘barn’ 

Nom.Sg. rānda – Prt.Sg. randõ ‘coast’
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length-sensitive non-initial stress in 

Tamian Latvian and Estonian

• initial stress is characteristic for Finnic languages, 
as a rule, and that Latvian may have developed 

initial stress through contacts with Finnic (first 

layer of the Finnic/Livonian influence)

• in Finnic languages and Latvian as well one can 

come upon many exceptions

Finnish < Latvian < Estonian, Tamian Latvian
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length-sensitive non-initial stress

in Tamian Latvian and Estonian

Standard Latvian

ˈavīze ‘newspaper’ 

ˈtraktors ‘tractor’

ˈcilindrs ‘cylinder’

ˈpārnāk ‘comes home’

ˈvīratēvs ‘husband’s father’

Tamian Latvian

oˈvīz

trakˈtōrs

ciˈlind�rs

ˌparˈnāk

ˌvirˈt/0s

the long syllable is identified with the root and, 

as a root syllable, receives the non-initial stress
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length-sensitive non-initial stress in 

Tamian Latvian and Estonian

Estonian linguists claim that the non-initial stress 
in borrowings like 

konˈtuur ‘contour’, 

aboneˈment ‘subscription; season ticket’, 

ameˈtüst ‘amethyst’ and many other examples

is due to analogy with compounds and

provoked by the structure of the respective non-
initial syllables as these particular sounds and
sound combinations are more typical for roots
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non-initial length-sensitive stress 

in Livonian prefixed verbs

Despite that fact that Finnic languages, in general, 

don’t have prefixes, Livonian has borrowed

prefixes from Latvian

• short prefixies

noˈandõ ‘hand over’, izˈumblõ ‘embroider’ 

• long prefixies

ˈatˌtulāb ‘comes’, ˈpīeˈāndab ‘forgives’
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Although Livonians lived 

side by side with Latvians 

in Kurzeme, Estonians 

often went there by sea 

from the West Estonian 

Archipelago. Did Estonian 

have more prestige?
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• there is one more feature 

that distinguishes Estonian and 

Tamian Latvian from the 

peripheral standard Latvian 

and Finnish, namely, length-

sensitive non-initial stress

•more transparent parallels 

between Estonian and Tamian

Latvian than any of these two 

languages shows with Livonian

(non-initial quantity-sensitive 

stress and overlength)
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Tamian area in the Selonian subdialect of High Latvian

‘sēliskās izloksnes’ (Selonian substrate)

High Latvian

Selonian
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Tamian features in Selonian

• reduction of affixes

laulības > loulips ‘wedding’

gādāt > gōadat ‘to look after’

• non-initial stress in prefixed words

åpˈm�:tums ‘plaster’, naˈju:t ‘I don’t feel’

(Standard Latvian ˈapmetums, ˈnejūtu)

• morphological features

(Poiša 1985, 1999)
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Tamian area in the Selonian subdialect of High Latvian

High Latvian

Selonian
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transition zones between dialects
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another fragment of the Tamian dialect?

Kurzeme
Vidzeme

Rūjiena
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Geminate consonants

• Lithuanian ratai ‘cart’, up÷ ‘river’

• Latvian ratti, uppe

an obvious Latvian innovation that is easy 

to associate with Finnic influence, as in 

Finnic languages, including Estonian and 
Livonian, geminate consonants are very 

common

The problem lies in the detail...
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Geographical spread of geminates

• Standard Latvian, Central Latvian, Tamian Latvian

= Low Latvian: ratti, uppe

• High Latvian (Latgalian): roti, upe

–some parts of Selonian High Latvian actually 

have geminate consonants (Poiša 1985, 1999)

ro:ti, u:pe ~ rotti, uppe
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Geographical spread of geminates

ratti, uppe

roti, upe

ro:ti, u:pe

rotti, uppe
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Has Latgalian ever possessed

geminated consonants?

YES. All varieties of Latvian had them at some point, 

and then geminates were lost in Latgalian due to 
the influence of the neighbouring Slavic languages.

Ābele (1927) lappa > la:pa ‘leaf’ in Selonian Latvian

Then we would attribute the rise of geminate 

consonants in Latvian to the first layer of the Finnic

influence together with the initial stress.
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Has Latgalian ever possessed

geminated consonants?

NO. Latgalian (and High Latvian on the whole) never 

had geminate consonants, and the Selonian
gemination is an innovation coming from Low 

Latvian.
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Quality of geminates

• Standard Latvian, Central Latvian, Tamian Latvian

= Low Latvian: ratti ‘cart’, but gadi ‘years’

• Selonian High Latvian: 

voiecless: rotti ~ ro:ti ‘cart’

voiced: goddi ~ go:di ‘years’

sonorants: zorri ~ zo:ri ‘branches’

j, v: nauvor ~ na:vor ‘cannot’, maija ~ ma:ja ‘house’
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Quality of geminates

ratti 

gadi

rotti ~ ro:ti

goddi ~ go:di

zorri ~ zo:ri

nauvor ~ na:vor

maija ~ ma:ja
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the Finnic languages

Voiced geminates is an innovation which is 

present exclusively in Livonian — Estonian has 
only voiceless geminates.

Finnic *tubada ‘room, Prt.Sg.’

> Estonian tuba

> Livonian tu’bbõ
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the Finnic languages

Estonian and Livonian differ with regard to the 

relationship between the quality of consonants 

and their ability to participate in quantity 

oppositions.

• Estonian: voiceless (strong) pp, tt, kk, ss
voiced (weak) b, d, g, z

• Livonian: p – pp, t – tt, k – kk, s –ss

b – bb, d – dd, g – gg, z – zz
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• Low Latvian and Selonian High Latvian with 
their different rules for consonant gemination
were influenced by two different Finnic
languages. Low Latvian assimilated the 
relationship between quality and gemination,
characteristic for Estonian. 
– the ‘livonianzied’ Tamian dialect developed along 

the same lines as the rest of Low Latvian and, thus, 
yet again, imitated Estonian rather than Livonian.

• Selonian High Latvian is the only variety of 
Latvian where the Livonian gemination pattern 
was acquired.
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To be continued


